i3 | San Diego
The project is designed to meet LEED Platinum certification requirements. The building accommodates state-of-theart laboratory research needs with appropriate vibration criteria. A central utility plant servicing all three buildings is
integrated on the site.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION: i3 consists of three separate three-story laboratory/office buildings or ‘Blocks’ totaling 300,000-square-feet situated over a three-level, 310,000-square-foot
subterranean parking garage. Features include exterior stairs at each building, long cantilevers at the second floor and roof levels, a main entrance courtyard with landscaped areas over
the subterranean structure and green roofs. Constructed with mild reinforced cast-in-place concrete, the building utilizes 12in thick two-way flat slab construction on a 21ft x 31.5 ft
grid with a Special Reinforced Concrete Core Shear Wall lateral resisting system.
Creating a sloping
landscaped area,
the courtyard is
recessed 3.5ft below
the surrounding
buildings. To
accommodate the
heavy soil loads, 10ft
square x 8in deep
drop capitals were
implemented over
the columns.

Each Block has an exterior
switchback stair (12in deep,
mild reinforced) that is
cantilevered off a vertical
column hidden in the metal
stud wall at the mid-height
landing to create the ‘floating’
stair appearance.

The south-east cantilevers
span over an existing
underground storm-water
retention basin that was
situated behind existing
Mechanically Stabilized
Earth (MSE) walls. The pile
cap supports a below grade
concrete slab and beam
system over the retention
basin to support the
formwork and cantilevers
above.
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Primary cantilever beams are post-tensioned
to achieve the approximately 25ft cantilevers,
allowing the ends of the beams to have
minimal deflection. Local clambering of the
slab by approximately 75% of the anticipated
dead load deflection results in the slab
meeting the deflection criteria.

On the eastern side of the project the cantilevers
extend approximately 25ft from the nearest structural
column. With the interior space and glazing pulled
back from the edge of the cantilevers, the perception
is that the building extends out and hangs over the
highway. Further enhancing the cantilevers’ ends are
concrete walls designed to ‘slip’ in plane to avoid
attracting lateral seismic load. The cantilever areas are
supported by an integrated network of beams and
columns.
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BLOCK A SECTION
A 20ft clear height loading dock area occurs below Block A. The column
free space required 6ft x 6ft Post-Tensioned beams spanning 55ft to
transfer the building columns above.

